
Still work in progress but I have been asked by email and PM to publish - so far from finished  and in 
need of editing and correction here is  the rough draft of a working  ---- 

                                         The AS Killer Machine 

I want to make it clearly understood that I am not a medical practitioner I make no claim
to medical skills.  should you wish to build and test anything I project understand its 
entirely at your own risk.  The way of life these days alas seems to be dictated by 
lawyers who if they are not chasing ambulances are certainly chasing 'The buck' . hence 
the disclaimer. - Lets crack on there's serious business afoot , There is no copyright here 
I write for the benefit of all - distribute ,copy ,use whole , in part,or as you wish . 
I have experimented with my own condition of AS and have quickly managed to rid 
myself of the medicines and the pain and in so doing resumed what I used to consider a 
normal life style . eating and drinking pretty much what I want, And I have resumed a 
normal work pattern.
If you are an AS sufferer too then your very well aware that pain is very much a 
controlling factor. If you have suffered the condition for a long time then there is also the
condition of Bamboo spine to be endured.
I can't make and supply medical equipment (well I could but I'd probably end up in jail)
however I can explain and show you what I did to myself . I can show you a simplified 
and cheap machine that cannot only stop AS pain but reverse the effects.
It is from the outset my intention to make this machine (which is tailored for AS) an 
easy and cheap construct anywhere in the world.
As your probably horribley aware conventional medicine has no cure for AS . 
A diet of Naproxen and pain. Which doesn't mean there are no answers. There are 
simply no Orthodox answers. I am writing from the UK but most of the worlds medical 
systems work along the same lines . 
There are armies of lawyers waiting to sue medical practices. Your Dr is very much 
obliged to tow a traditional well trodden path. Their hands are tied, Woe betide the 
practitioner who with good intension dares to try something novel and it goes pear 
shaped. It could well ruin the whole practice.
That doesn't mean there are not novel things to try and that are effective - In my case and
another AS sufferer who has tried it-very effective.   
I'm considering a project that should (depending where you are and material availability)
costs under $200 US - (although a windows PC of pretty much any vintage is a 
requirement . even a poor old banger out of the skip can probably do this Job.)

                                   The  Two pronged attack 



There Are two or three unorthodox methods recorded across the many pages of this 
excellent forum . where members have recorded amazing results . Some I have tried 
with varying degrees of success . I guess not all of us are identical . My background is 
electrical and electronic so Its perhaps not surprising that is where  I started to have the 
most success.
Here and specifically targeted at AS I combine two tried and tested remedial 
technology's In one simple and cheap apparatus .
Its my fervent hope that its as remarkably successful for you as It has proved for me.
Like an ice lolly I guess your going to  have to 'suck it to see'  you are another warrior - 
be at it!   

                                   A genius destroyed for profit 

Most folks on this Forum will have heard of Rife although perhaps not taken the time to 
fully understand the implications of what this man did and how he did it . We will be 
employing Rife frequencies and a Rife machine in this construction - and take a deep 
breath - yes within the $200 dollar budget. I'm building for the benefit of rich and poor 
alike . Its very useful to have some idea of what Rife accomplished and how. also why 
so very many people are still very interested in his work . I wonder if keeping in mind 
that this technology has the frequencies to deal with your spines calcification you might 
like to watch a documentary on the man and his life's work.
Oddly (believe it or not) your very lucky to have AS . Hard to believe that ? I bet it is. 
However the reason isn't very difficult to explain, Most of the distressing aspects of AS 
the pain and the deformation are caused by calcification . As you will have seen in the 
documentary 'The powers that be' went to great lengths to disguise ,hide . or obfuscate 
those frequencies. How ever in the case of calcification there one and only one tried and 
tested frequency 326 . Now do you see why your lucky ? you know that sure shot 
frequency. you know without doubt what button to press. unlike so many others with 
various conditions you know where the bulls eye is!

               The worlds most powerful Rife machine free - for you 
  
Well very nearly free ,its going to cost you an old PC . Rife machines are typically 
thousands and thousands of dollars however a kiwi computer programmer called John 
White quickly realized that all the individual parts of the Rife machine are already part 
and parcel of a PC . MP3 s are an indication of this . Play an MPs and that believe it or 
not is notthe band actually playing the music it is the computer synthesizing the sound . 

http://kickas.org/
http://kickas.org/
http://www.rifevideos.com/Video/mp4/The_royal_rife%20story.mp4


John Took the time to write the program that turns any PC into the most powerful Rife 
machine on the planet. after all he had the whole frequency spectrum avaliable.
He wrote the thousands of researched frequencies into that program and made them 
search-able . If fact there's so many refinements I can't possibly list them ,
John open sourced that program - Its free for you to download and use.
If your on a PC by all means download it ,install it and investigate it you'll find it 
on this web page                                                                                                                   
I'm afraid you can't get this phenomenal machine out of the computer and into the 
outside world . or more importantly into you - yet,
Not until you've spent a chunk of your ($200stash that is) for you to introduce this 
extremely powerful program to your AS half of your piggy bank is going to be spent on 
the piece of equipment that interfaces to the outside world - Its plug and play just like 
almost everything else these days. but I'm afraid 
A spooky2 2XM generator is a must 
There are two accurate signal generators in that little box - signal generators that 
faithfully track and react to the Rife machine running on your PC.
There are many ways to apply spooky pulses to yourself . There is a comprehensive 
range of equipment you might like to consider . various tubes you can drive . magnetic 
coils -- lol The worlds your lobster.
Don't misunderstand its a fine system and high quality equipment John White now lives 
in China with a dedicated production team overseeing design and construction  . If you 
wish to buy more equipment you can do so with confidence however,
I'm intentionally running on a tight  budget, I want a huge amount of  AS fighting bang 
for your few bucks. 
I dearly want to help all warriors and not just the rich ones! 
Spooky can do some amazing things so acquaint yourself with it and if your lucky 
enough not to be hampered to much by pesky money issues (Like me) then buy 
accordingly.
I'm acutely aware that some AS suffers are through no fault of their own unemployed I 
have also  read some of the trials and tribulations  of other forum members with social 
security issues. 
For that very reason I'm going to pursue the 'huge bang for your buck AS killer machine 
plan.
We can all  cut our cloth to suit however. and nothings written in stone . 
The 2XM is a minimum requirement but its uses 100 of those precious dollars . thats not
much to some and  yet hopelessly out of reach to others I can see no way around that 
purchase . Still I'm trying to 'Cut to the bone'

                          Two pronged attack  

If you have had the time to caste about the various delivery methods for delivering the 

https://www.spooky2.com/buy-spooky2-generators/
https://www.spooky2.com/downloadspage/


Rife frequencies to the core of your problems you'll see they are many and various. all 
are effective .some more than others. 
I invested in a Phanotron and spooky central -- Thats far out of the ball park for what I 
have in mind here.
after a few sleepless nights pondering a bright little spark invaded my mind and started 
to glow brightly.
Quite apart from The amazing effects of Rife treatment on AS I had also experimented 
with phototherapy I found it simple and extremely effective.
I walked that avenue because I was astonished  to read                                                   
this report from a Clinic in Mexico 
again thats open information you may inquire if you wish . That little glow got a little bit
brighter -- I thought why can't I mix these two AS killer systems in one package? - why 
can't I drive that lamp from John Whites program at  Rife's stipulated frequency ? 
There's no reason -- what a killer machine, lets put a shopping list together and see if I 
can do it. because as sure as god made little apples if I can do it anyone else can I'm sure

"What one fool can do,another can. (ancient simian proverb)  ... (Silvanus Phillips Thompson)

                           Shopping list

The shopping list is made up of 6 basic parts , There are clearly various sources world 
wide (with the exception of the spooky 2XM generator)  which for a rock solid 2 
channel signal generator with stand alone capabilities and computer interface,
 sold for $100 would be hard to better  'value for money'. anywhere 
So Keeping in mind I'm designing for any fellow AS warrior - anywhere in the world, 
with or without an electrical grid , 110 volts in the Americas or 230 volts in Europe.
I make no bones about it - spooky2 and the phenomenal work of  John White and his 
dedicated crew are at the core of this concept, 
John In turn I'm sure would make no argument and confirm immediately he's on the shirt
tales of the Giant's like - Dr Raymond Royal Rife, Nickola Tesla ,Oliver Heaviside, 
Charles Steinmetz and many many others. The motto of the spooky team is 

                              Take control 
 IMHO Thats particularly important for we AS warriors - (at least it was for me and 
other warriors who have used this technology ) 
Because Pain is very much  in the driving seat with AS and with  the machine, I stopped 
that vicious circle in days. -- you can too ! 
Once in charge your can 'take control' The myth that you have something 'incurable' and 
eternally miserable becomes exactly what it is - A LIE

https://www.elynsgroup.com/journal/article/ankylosing-spondylitis-treated-with-phototherapy


take control - means you - you - you ,take control  SO you need to understand what your
trying to make . why you are making it and why you have to make it instead of buying  
it at Tesco or wall mart
How it works and more importantly why it works is also important. Its you in control ! 
(not me) which leaves me the daunting task of trying to explain, In control of what ? and
how to drive this Bus.
This isn't unknown technology it is suppressed ,buried and  oppressed technology. Be 
under no illusion it can cure and amazingly reverse calcification of the spine - The very 
heart of the nightmare that is AS. 

 
                                    1/ ye oldie windows PC price  nothing? a few dollars ? there's one
in your drawer , in your attic , in your skip, at the dump. 
They are a nightmare pollution problem  resuscitate  one and save the planet a little bit. -
Its almost certain to be able to run spooky2

                                     2/ The Magic lamp 

                                     3/ spooky 2xm generator price $100 ouch sorry folks not much I
                                         do with that ouch!                                                                        

                                     4/ 1 12volt  18 Watt florescent lamp driver unit

                                     5/  12 volt power brick. battery,battery charger

                                     6/ Transistor switch /relay - scrub that ! for a TIP120 transistor.

                                     7/ sundry cables and connectors 

                                             The computer 
 
One by one - I'll make this easy for you . The modern computer we all know is a very powerful and 
extremely fast machine. Its working comfortably with Gigabytes and Gigahertz this far above the 
frequency range of  Rife machines. If you use Johns program (and your old enough to remember 
windows 98 and XP the 'clunky' feel of it will take you sailing back through the years.)
The whole thing will run comfortably on a machine of that vintage . Sure if your not on a gaming 
computer It'll take some time to load all those frequencies and a huge program - but importantly it will. 
It'll then run all the programs competently  - If your lucky enough to have a very recent PC well and 
good ! If you haven't bring a OAP computer out of retirement, If you cant do that visit the city dump 
you need a functional  PC be it ever so humble.
Like John White himself  who helps and gives I wish I could give everyone everything - alas I can't - 



you have to take control  I'd be proud to help. What I present here isn't my work ! Just as John openly 
pays homage to Rife I too am simply putting bits of giant jigsaw into their place, a place that has little 
to do with me personally.

                        The magic lamp   

  
The lamp is important and will take another chunk of your stash , do not what ever you 
do try and use a lamp for growing marijuana , onions ,or potatoes you are none of these 
(although I have had to spend some time feeling like a potato) 
This is a medical lamp and its made to project a well tried and tested set of light 
frequencies These are measured in nanometers (nm) . Its light with a transverse wave 
and so that can (if you wish be transposed to frequency)  to much information ? KISS 
keep it simple stupid.
These lamps were initially experimented with and used to reverse Jaundice in new born 
babies. They cured the condition without the need for blood transfusions and have been 
in proven use world wide for many years. The lamps have also been shown extremely 
effective against other conditions cirrhosis comes to mind but there's many others.
This lamp with a clinical report has been shown to have I quote from the Mexico report  
a 'notorious effect' on AS 
Fellow warriors, quite apart from the giant that is RIFE I want this in the corner of our  
Ring too ! 
  
Directly from that Mexico report the 'Bell curve ' wavelength of the lamp they used is 
425–650 nm - so please don't use. a traffic light or mushroom growing lamp.
Your lamp must emit frequencies in that range , The clinic doesn't specify the source or  
manufacturer of the lamp , still that all important frequency range can be for the most 
part matched . Here is a florescent lamp manufactured at the Dutch factory of Philips  
and exported world wide. 
Those who are not in their teens will remember florescent tubes being fatter than they 
are in this day and age . The wattage of the older tubes is also slightly higher . being a 
medical lamp with small production runs the 'jaundice' lamps in their old bigger 
diameter form are still available alongside their slimline cousins - either will work , they 
both will fit the driver whichever you can lay your hands will serve you well.
So you are looking for a lamp (Philips or not) with a visible bell curve center 
wavelength of 537.5 here is the specification of the 
TL 20 watt tube  
I admit not identical to the Mexico clinic specs but very close and certainly in effective 
range.
The more modern  slimline tube again has wavelengths that fall into the 'kill AS' 
spectrum 
here's the specification of the TL/D 18 watt 

https://www.assets.lighting.philips.com/is/content/PhilipsLighting/fp928048005211-pss-global
https://www.assets.lighting.philips.com/is/content/PhilipsLighting/fp928003505203-pss-global
https://www.elynsgroup.com/journal/article/ankylosing-spondylitis-treated-with-phototherapy


You need a lamp that emits in these wavelengths , Its not a mass production run low cost
item , I had to pay $16 for my TL20 again just 'suck it up' get the lamp wherever you 
may and as cheaply as you can . (ebay in my case) hustle ,bustle and buy . maybe on the 
forum we could collectively buy ? regardless warriors we need that light in our life's!

            "If you want to have rabbit stew, first catch the rabbit” 

Keeping in mind that this potentially is a very effective 'stand alone' AS killer wherever 
you are in the world its still nothing more or less than a two foot florescent tube . 
Where ever you are they will have fittings for two foot florescent tubes you have to 
catch one they are used for cabinet lighting , under shelf lighting ,cupboard lighting. 
So fit a lead and a household plug and any one of them will light up your tube, and alter 
your life ! 
Where to obtain the light fitting itself? I used ebay item 401313858884  is a source in the 
UK . 
I find ebay Item 132956096098 in the USA is compatible. which means it will run the tube 
on the 110volts 60hz you are familiar with. you are also very likely to find these fittings 
at dumps as they are being superseded around the world by the stampeding rush to LED 
lighting systems. The fitting isn't absolutely essential but very nice to have because you 
have the opportunity to try and to feel the amazing effects of the Mexico clinic running 
on your local electrical supply whilst  we work steadily towards the full incarnation of 
the AS killer machine.
This is simple , buy The appropriate lamp - buy the appropriate fitting - wire the fitting 
up with a plug on the end of it - put it near your spine one way or another  (don't roll on 
it - that wont help anything) feel better quickly.
This blue lamp has often been my all night companion, you gentle people must use as 
you see fit.

  

                    however we haven't finished yet, not by a long chalk  .  

 
 I hope you remember my intension is to design and build for all the warriors 
everywhere ? I don't care if that warrior is living on Beverly hills heights or eking out a 
perilous  existence  on a flood plain in Bangladesh Its the same war . Its the same 
vicious enemy. 
what use is any amount of money to anyone when your forced to hug a lamp post 
because you petrified to move or god forbid be moved by others 
you'll be stunned by what a silly little light can do. Just hold the horses in check whilst 
the next bit of the plan unfolds folks . 
I have over a lot of years been all over this planet and I've seen folks eating 



combinations of food that I would never have tried . In Holland chips (sorry you South 
Africans and Americans ) French fries and mayonnaise It really sounds an abortion to an
Englishman , ah but then try it - yum yum 
likewise the South African habit of eating strong cheese with Jam . ah but then you dare 
to try it again  -yum yum 
There is an electrical term for this mixing of things, It used to apply to valves (USA term
tubes) being combined with transistors that word is Hybrid - ' a hybrid system' - An Idea 
formed - why can't The warriors do that ? - Why can't the warriors do that world wide 
The stunning concept arranged itself certainly with no genius on my side ( no cards to 
play in that department I'm afraid) 
Lets mix the cheese and Jam - lets put the amazing lamp under the control of the worlds 
biggest Rife machine central system and at the same time make it international and 
affordable. After all this isn't a buy yourself out of trouble gig is it guys ? 
The official Medico report is - NO CURE - NO REMADY - Rife and  that gallant team 
in Mexico (who had the balls to publish) The German clinic who also had the courage to
confirm the Rife DE-calcification period made it clear (to me at least) We have been 
sold a pup.
I do hope you have Taken the time to watch and digest the work, time, effort and genius 
demonstrated and proved by Royal Rife , If you have not you might as well exit - stage 
left quickly. with attention span of a crushed ant you won't 'take control' of anything . 
Feel carefully around the official medico system , the politics. the money, the control 
the corporations, the cartels, carefully work out for yourself where you sit in the system .
I'll show you a little of my thinking you may add or detract (I suggest you build) The AS 
Killer Machine  instead . Remember Rife ? I can't forget that guy awake or sleeping . here's 
a alternative cancer therapist called Bill Henderson I'd like you to listen to what he has 
to say.
I did say listen , I believe the man  you don't have to ! I believe Rife did what the AMA 
and the reluctant universities say he did in the Ellen Scripps Hospice - you don't have 
to !
Remember the part Morris Fishbein Backed with all the wealth backing  and power of 
the Rockefeller foundation  played in the destruction of  Rife ? It stretches the 
imagination to discover he wasn't a doctor, he never practiced a days medicine in his life
. the sad truth portrayed in open court is he even failed basic (O level) anatomy.
Here is a documentary showing the eventual exposure of Fishbein the AMA and drugs 
cartel's in open court by what you might with a deal of shame try to call 'a quack'
Harry Hoxey 
Harry Hoxsey bless him he  isn't a Royal Rife is he? 
However he is very much alike  in so much as he seems  a decent guy trying to do 
decent things . 
I can't help but wonder-- are you waking up warriors ?.

https://topdocumentaryfilms.com/hoxsey-how-healing-becomes-a-crime/
http://dnp.s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b/b2/BH1.mp3


                           energy 

you fellow warriors - I salute , I beg the right to question current drug driven medicine . 
your spine (it seems ) like mine is growing together, (WE ARE TOLD)  In my 
consideration anything growing where it should not is ---- wow that horrible word its  a 
cancer Isn't it?
 A rose by any other name  - In our case that rose is called Ankylosing spondylitis 
are you even more worried now? don't be you and I  are going to give this a bloody good
spanking. 
Before you can spank it you have to clearly see it and then catch it, for that reason I urge
you to watch each video clip I present - more than watch 'understand the implications' . 
understand just why the medical system you are trusting in offers you a 'no cure' 
diagnosis . Fellow warrior something is growing about your spine. It is a living thing 
(although no doubt you'd rather it wasn't) like all living things this parasite wants to 
prosper.
we warriors must make no bones about it - we want to kill it. the medico's openly admit 
they can't . I sincerely believe I have like Theseus killed the Minotaur and escaped 
the maze following a gossamer thread this time laid by Royal Rife and dedicated 
Doctors,clinics and nurses . world wide  who have been been prepared challenge 
the status quo.  
Everything needs energy to thrive be that you or your unwanted passenger AS . It might 
come as something of a surprise that I direct you to study energy in order to comprehend
why the official route has no answers to AS whilst what I'm trying to show you (if you 
have the courage to build and try it)  will knock this condition  into a cocked hat,
In this award winning documentary 
why big oil conquered the world  
Some of the reasons why traditional medicine is not offering you any worthwhile  
answers should become very apparent. There's no profit in it,no power,no control. 
I may seem to be deviating fellow warrior - I'm not . I know only to well you can't make 
what you don't understand you won't make what you don't believe  . 
And if you really don't believe you won't even try, who after all would attempt to make a
square circle ?
Don't question me but by all means question everything and anything I present I'm 
merely arranging all the ducks in a neat row ready to be shot at. you'll be shooting this 
time not with bent fair ground air rifles,  but an AS killer -  cannon .
You see the lamp effective as it was found to be in Mexico is just one step forward. The 
astonishing concept came to me in the restless hours of the early morning  - Lets 
combine both technologies . (Rife and the lamp) and make the cannon that will blast AS 
to where it really belongs.

https://youtu.be/ySnk-f2ThpE


                                               12volts DC 

Every one can do that can't they ? Its a car battery , its a car battery charger , its available
as a wall wart or a power brick . Its safe (which 230 volts stretched across your bed 
really isn't.) It matters not if your in India America,China or Europe 12 volts DC can be 
arranged. I decided to use that voltage because its easily switched with a transistor and 
because one way or another its available to everyone, and then we are all batting on the 
same wicket.
The wavelength you recall I spoke of earlier is a product of the coating of the tube and 
the gases that are contained some mercury and arsenic is usually involved . 
As far as the breed of driver is concerned there is minimal effect on the visible colour 
spectrum  - I bought ebay item  142980573392 and to be honest was pretty stunned to 
see it delivered from India  in 6 days. Another plus is it arrived with end caps and a 
power lead - this means 'a lamp fitting' is not required. OK It'll get a bit crude but you 
can tie the tube to a chunk of wood 
- OOOOla'la I'll show you (lol but if you want it any rougher you'll just have to get 
someone else) basically  any 12 volt 18/20 watt  tube driver is acceptable,12 volt 
florescent lights have been available for caravans,motor homes and RVs for ever and 
ever amen .

                                          12volts DC  Power brick 
 
(If you need one)  the lamp is rated at 18/20 watts just a little squeeze of ohms law tells 
us
I=P/V  20/12 = 1.6 amps lets say 3 amps to be on the very safe side, any self respecting 
car battery charger will do that . any car battery will do that till the cows come home. 
But lets say you want a power brick to use in your bedroom simply put ' 12 volt DC 3 
amp power supply' into ebay and you'll have no end of choice for less than $10.
again 10 bucks may mean nothing to you (don't mean a lot to me compared to the pain 
AS has delivered in the past. but its a weeks wage to some fellow warriors in other parts 
of the world. folks I gotta work to the lowest common denominator - 
for the first one now , will later be last  
I've scribbled a rough block diagram for you here so you hopefully get something of a 
picture of whats being put together here.

https://youtu.be/e7qQ6_RV4VQ


  

  
  

 



   

I seem to have come along way since the ignition coil and signal generator that let me 
see its possible to kick AS harder than it can kick you.

looks forlorn abandoned in a back room - still it worked Rife magic when I badly needed
it!

Anyway onto  this new project that I hope we all can share. The 12 volt tube drivers 
arrived (I bought two I have it in mind to make Tim one to use as well) They arrived 



very quickly and were well packed 
 

 

you'll notice they have arrived with end caps for the tubes and a flex for the 12 volt 
supply. (which means if you don't mind getting a bit rustic) your tubes and drivers could 
be mounted on pretty much anything - get creative! 
Of course I wanted to see if it it worked as soon as I got it  . 
a quick bash about in the workshop and the 12 volt driver fires the lamp for the  first 



time. 
 
 
   
   

now to mount it on or in something and make it Rife friendly and the worst enemy 
Ankylosing Spodylitis is liable to meet in this world right now will be ready for war.

   



I have been asked if AS is completely gone. No I have had the condition for a long time 
it simply went undiagnosed.
 I'm sure permanent damage has been done to my stance. 
The truth is (for me at least) the pain is gone - I can eat anything I feel like - the pain is 
still gone. 
I threw all the pills away and the pain is still gone. I'm now back working and frolicking 
not standing in some car park scared to move a step in any direction.

Will the same apply to you ? why not? why shouldn't it ? I can't advise you to try it, In 
fact Its probably illegal for me to write about the experience. there again its also 
probably illegal to say Boo to a goose these days. 
I suggest you follow the spooky2 motto wrestle control from AS and you -  'take control'
The transition off drugs and onto frequency and light is a bit rocky for a few days and its
a bit of a balancing act 

                     so be honest warriors - with yourself , and me 

  Are you really ready to try  somethings novel that other researchers have discovered 
can have remarkable effects on AS ? - I was  , I have . others have, now  its your turn to 
decide.
If my experience is anything to go by  you'll quickly become 'you' again 
food and various diets are nothing at all with the beneficial effects of this treatment  . 
Folks I find  its an electric universe ! - Lets be even more straight with one another ,If I 
dared to lie on open forum  what have you to lose ? The price of a meal out! 
Its none invasive and simply requires you to shine a harmless light on your spine.
For reasons I have already explained  - I can't sell , recommend , offer medical advice 
,make devices , promote for profit  - anything .  anyones (including mine) hands are tied 
in that regard.
To quote the driving motto of spooky2 ' Take control' Its you - Its your body,Its your 
situation , build it , understand the theory behind why you have built it, Test it with  
yourself !
           

                            florescent    lights of old 

It Might come as something of a surprise to you that these lamps are turning on and off 
all the time. only a few years ago they were fitted with large coils called ballast's . The 
effects of this switching on and off were to fast to be noticeable to the human eye in the 



America's 60 times a second and for those with an Anglophile system 50 times a second.
Serious problems did happen however when using the lamps in machine shops 
spinning lathes could seem stationary because of stroboscopic effect , like a car timing 
light. 
a simple remedy was to wire rows of lights on different phases so they switched on and 
off with different timing . 
fast switching transistors gradually allowed the old inductive ballasts to go the way of 
the dodo . 
florescent lamps now tend to run at a much higher frequency so the tube lasts longer 
runs more efficiently and the inductance can be much smaller. The tube itself isn't 
turning on and off 50 or 60 times a second any more . more like 25000 times a second.
(thats about where that lamp driver from India is operating) 
we in turn want to switch at 326. this mixing of frequencies has a special name in 
electrics - To Hetrodyne  

                         Shall we hetrodyne?

I'm sorry to report my initial idea of using solid state relays simply didn't work although 
I tried every which way . I wanted to go that way because then folks who didn't have a 
soldering Iron and didn't know a transistor from a big toe could easily have put this 
together, Things Just didn't pan out that way. still it isn't a very difficult or costly 
alteration .

 The best-laid plans of mice and men often go awry , Still there were compensations , the
eventual answer was much cheaper , It does need a soldering Iron and a little bit of 
printed circuit butchery. get the bits and ask a hobbyist it wont take him long at all. 
Remember the Indian tube driver unit ? I've had a little more time with it now , you 
might say we've become smoking partners, anyway Its just my humble opinion but the 
two 1000 uf electrolytic capacitors need to be changed quite quickly , The 1000 uf is 
fine - bigger still  is even better but the 16 volt rating isn't any good at all. Rule of thumb
is 3x nominal operating voltage or better . any electronics guy will know and expect the 
capacitors from this source to be crap anyway - he's seen it a thousand times. -get rid of 
them unless you want a smoking companion too.
So come on baggy get with the beat   
The beat of spooky2 that is - The tube  driver I suggested is pretty robust apart form the 
usual and expected crappy  electrolytic capacitor thing , Just as well because we have to 
butcher it a little bit so it can dance with XM2 . There is a power transistor so well 
known that if I write the first two figures and ask any electronics guy to finish they will 
probably guess the right transistor straight away - Its a 2N .....

https://youtu.be/emJBIB7JQXU


well of course its the ubiquitous 2N3055 work horse of everything for years and its at 
the heart of the florescent lamp driver unit. The only transistor in the thing in fact , 
Its doing all the work and we want spooky2 to be able to talk to and influence it. 
In order to do that we need to use another configuration called a Darlington pair they are
not good friends or lovers it's a simple two transistor configuration in one three pin 
device . we need to graft it into the 2N3055 circuit  so its similar to this 
 

The drawing I have taken the liberty of stealing from this 
web site 
Which you might profit from reading and watching. As a matter of course as I altered 
this circuit I temporarily put high resistance variable resistances in circuit it quickly 
became apparent Rb was already in circuit and the 1000 ohm resistor connecting to the 
the spooky XM2 generator is also not required. (providing you don't use spooky boost) 
OK lets get on with the butchery ! here is a picture of the reverse side of the florescent 
lamp driver 

http://www.bristolwatch.com/images/s3.jpg


I hope you can see I have marked the Base the Emitter and collector - you need to open 
the printed circuit track to the base of the transistor (about where the e of Base ) is a 
likely looking place , you now need to solder three flying leads to the existing solder 
under here . each marked (or different colours). The first two  are either side of where I 
have written 'Base' and so across where you have opened the printed circuit track.
The third soldered connection is to the emitter of the 2N3055 and is going to be the 
ground connection from the spooky2 XM2 signal generator.  
Still at the lash up testing stage with no lipstick however here's the rear side of that PC 
board with those few flying leads in place 



Those three connections let use the TIP120 Darlington pair to switch and drive the 
2N3055 which in turn switches the tube .
still in lash up and testing mode - here is the TIP120  on the end of those flying leads 



So If your anything like me you'd want to see the thing running an doing its calcium 
busting thing ASAP . Its a shame that you can't see the lamp turning on and off at 
anything much above 25 impulses per/second because of a natural effect called 
persistence of vision 
we can hear much higher than that of course. and you certainly will hear as well as feel 
this magic 326 beat. 
What was an agony will become a delicious warm tingling sensation deep inside your 
spine. So much so you'll slowly start to provoke AS with movements  you would never 
have dared a few days previous just to experience more of it.  
Welcome to Spooky2 - you have just obliged its motto - 'Take control' Spooky2 is 



loaded on my desktop computer which lives in my bedroom next to my bed . In order to 
video a little bit of this tube running on spooky2 I'll have to lay it out on top Of the bed 
here then is the last (but operating) test lash up. 
I confess I'm not to used to taking or editing video's however I would like you to see 
This AS Killer lamp running both de-calcification and specific Anklosing Spondylitis 
frequencies so I'll see what sort of a hash my phone can make of it for you.
I'm sure I can do better still this should give you some idea A.S killer machine running 
These frequencies gave me my life back. I fervently hope they might do exactly the 
same for you! - Take control. 

  

https://youtu.be/mNTIsrt-Pww

